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INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays there is an increasing expansion of cross-national interconnections because real and 

financial flows are stimulated by progressive reductions of tariffs and regional agreements, even if 

some economies are still excluded from this dense economic web and a regional economic 

architecture is developing in parallel. A key role of this phenomenon has been played by the 

diffusion of new information and communication technologies that have improved the efficiency and reduced 

the costs of transaction and communication. 

Technology, and more extensively innovation, has always stimulated the economy and, although 

differently treated, economic theories have stressed its relevance.  

In this work we introduce the recent debate related to the spreading of new information 

technologies and its effects on the economy as a whole.  

Some optimistic economists welcomed this technological diffusion, its efficient communication and 

lower transaction costs as the beginning of “new economy” that will revolutionise the old 

mechanised one and stimulate the virtuous circle of innovation that speeds up the economic growth.  

Some others revealed their scepticism about the revolutionist character of this technological 

diffusion, and hence argued against this enthusiasm. They compared this current spread of 

technologies with the technological innovations introduced by the Industrial Revolution, which 

began with spinning-yarns and looms in Manchester in 1760s and continued with the second wave 

(1860-1900); therefore they concluded that no economic comparability exists because the precedent 

revolution had more pervasive effects. 

The aim of this study is to analyse the spread of new information technologies according to 

three different perspectives: the nature of the flow of information, the microeconomic and 

macroeconomic influences of this diffusion on the economy. 
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New information technologies speeded up and enhanced the acquisition, storage, processing and 

transmission of information, and the Internet constitutes the most diffused instrument that confirms 

this ongoing process. Considering the conceptual distinction between information and knowledge, we 

want to analyse how this new generation of technologies affects which portion of information or 

codified knowledge. In other words if it enables and modifies the exchange of codified and tacit 

knowledge.  

In the first chapter we will explain what we mean by new information technologies 

summarising the features of these products governed by Moore’s and Metcalfe’s laws, that 

respectively describe the average period necessary to increase processing computers’ power and the 

mathematical relation that regulates the value of a network.  

Afterwards we will outline the economic features of information according to the neo-classical 

perspective and the evolutionist one, mainly focusing on the economic distinction between 

information and knowledge. 

In the second chapter we will proceed with a micro perspective. Our starting point is to 

describe the virtual environment created by Internet technologies as the ideal space where it is 

possible to reproduce perfect competition maintaining the dynamism, the complexity and the variety 

of agents. In particular we will describe the structural and economic features of these technologies 

and examine which kind of market structure is more feasible to develop, confirming whether 

Internet enthusiasms are realistic or not, and in particular we will expose two alternative 

interpretations of consumers and producers choices.  

Finally in the third chapter we will depict a macroeconomic perspective. Firstly we will 

emphasise the impact of these technological innovations on economic performance and growth. 

Secondly we will conduct a theoretical analysis on two complementary macro levels: the real one and 

the monetary one. At the real-macro level the study investigates whether the “productivity paradox” 
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exists or not. The monetary-macro level will focus on the potential effects of this technological 

diffusion on financial transactions and monetary policies.  

The final purpose of the third chapter is to investigate the existence of a “new economy” with new 

rules, and in particular to examine three different perspectives: the very optimistic one, the moderate 

one and the very sceptic one. 

In the last chapter we will outline the main conclusions related to the diffusion of new 

information technologies.  
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Chapter 1 

NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AND ECONOMIC ROLE OF 

INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE  

1.1: The modern diffusion of New Information Technologies  

Nowadays it is quite common to find academic papers and entire sections of newspapers and 

magazines whose topic is the diffusion of the so-called “new economy” or “Internet economy” and 

its effects on daily life. This proclaimed revolution is driven by the diffusion of New Information 

Technologies (NIT) and Internet is one of the most well-known examples.  

According to some recent studies Internet diffusion is a “second order invention” whose spillovers 

affect only listless and sluggish office workers (Gordon, 2000), but this description is too reductive 

and simple.  

Hence the relevance of NIT and their economic effects need to be detected more carefully. In fact 

previously other studies emphasised this aspect before the actual technological diffusion, for 

example according to Kondratieff cycles technological innovations drive the path of economic 

development modifying the economic structure and creating new techno-economic paradigms. In 

particular the fifth wave, that would have characterised the actual years (from ‘80-‘90 to a not 

specified later data), would have been characterised by the diffusion of microelectronics and more 

efficient information and communication technologies (Freeman and Perez, 1988).  

More generally the effects of this spread are not immediate and need time to adopt the pace of 

dynamic process of learning and hence to orient towards adequate pa ths of development.  

The aim of this chapter is to identify what we mean by NIT and to outline their technical and 

economic features. In this section we are going to identify the cluster of products that constitutes 

NIT and briefly to describe the properties of cycle production structure of innovation products. In 
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the second section of the chapter we are going to analyse the “content” transmitted by NIT and the 

economic causative relation among creation, use and diffusion of knowledge and NIT. Our starting 

point will be to emphasise the crucial distinction between information and knowledge and analyse 

two different economic perspectives: the standard “Arrovian” approach and the evolutionary one.  

Starting from the ‘50s and ‘60s there was a massive diffusion of electronic instruments because 

of their lower cost. Following there was an exponential growth of these goods due to the 

introduction of semiconductor technology and completed by the microprocessor revolution that 

increased efficiently performance and power of integrated circuits. These technologies were 

gradually integrated within the communication and entertainment sectors and this led to the 

definition of “information and communication technologies” (Freeman and Soete, 1997). As 

Utterback (1996) underlines the features of this innovative industry are more convenient pricing, 

better performance and in particular the “complex web of interrelated events taking place among 

integrated circuits products, software companies, disk drive manufacturing, and others” (Utterback, 

1996: 80), in other words a complex and dynamic marketplace.  

Nowadays this technological integration is still in evolution through the dynamic combination 

between new information and communication technologies and the Internet. Although there is not a 

categorical definition of NIT, the recent diffusion of digital products and services classifies them 

with information processing and related equipment, software, semiconductors and 

telecommunication equipment, or more briefly computers, software and telecoms. As we will point 

out later in the third chapter, the classification of NIT is a crucial problem in the statistical 

measurements of productivity levels.  

The diffusion of electronic and computing components, mainly related to the utilisation of 

semiconductor materials, is characterised by essential innovation in capital goods, in materials, in 
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software and by adaptation to economic systems, customising their technical features according to 

commercial requests (Freeman and Soete, 1997).  

First of all in these productions there exist advantages deriving from static and dynamic economies 

of scale, like learning by doing or, in evolutionary terms, behavioural routines: 28 years ago Intel 

invented the microprocessor, nowadays the main worldwide supplier of microprocessors is still Intel 

(Freeman and Soete, 1997).  

 

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 1: The dynamics of innovation  
 Source: Utterback, 1996, p. 91. 
 

These peculiarities depict and reflect the paradoxical phenomenon of digital products, durable goods 

with life cycle quite short: processing power and prices are moving quickly in opposite directions, so 

a brand new computer is “old” after a relatively short period.  

The figure 1 represents the dynamic ev olution characterising the introduction of an innovative 
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In particular this dynamic process can be divided into three phases: the fluid, characterised by 

high efforts and technical uncertainties; the transitional phase, with an increasing number of 

competitors and a progressive process of standardisation; and the specific phase, where the 

competitive distinction among firms is according to the ratio of quality and costs.  

As showed in figure 1 there are two different paces for the product innovation dynamics and the 

process innovation. Initially these dynamics are symmetric but opposite because the initial product is 

highly innovative but its process of production is crude and inefficient; during the final specific 

phase they become asymptotically parallel because of the standardised process of production 

(Utterback, 1996). 

The massive diffusion of semiconductors and microelectronic implements is peculiar because 

improves the processing power of computers, shapes the dynamics of innovation processes and is 

related to the argument of economic growth, institutional changes and development of new techno-

economic paradigm.  

A daily tool of the application of innovative technologies is the Internet, which has economic, 

institutional and social effects. It represents the reduction of geographical distance that allows the 

delocalisation of productions; increases the complexity of transactions multiplying the variety and 

redesigning the standardisation of products; shapes the structure of markets that becomes more 

competitive, but we leave more appropriate discussions to the next chapter.  

These effects would affect the social daily life as well, and also if it is too optimistic to think of 

completely mobile labour market with workers (and not only high qualified managers) moving 

flexibly around the planet, it is also true that these technologies changed some labour attitudes, like 

for the temporary work.  

Finally to remind the virtuous circle among innovation, technology, R&D expenditure and growth, it 

is essential to recall that Arpanet (Internet ancestor) was developed within universities and defence 
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departments where R&D expenditure is very high by definition, hence there is a link with economic 

growth as well. 

These micro and macro arguments of NIT diffusion and Internet like efficient medium of exchange 

will be analysed in the next chapters, but here we want to emphasise the epistemological and 

economic content related to it. 

1.2: The standard economic approach to information 

NIT are the modern medium of transmission that allows more efficient diffusion, accessing, 

storing and processing of information and now we are going to focus our attention on the economic 

nature of information.  

According to the standard economic perspective information is a public good  and therefore is 

efficiently provided by public or no-profit agencies. Before describing this, that constitutes the main 

Arrovian argument of the nature and allocation of information, we will briefly introduce the 

economic features of public and private goods (and services)1.  

1.2.1: A classical taxonomy of goods  

The classical economic theory distinguishes between pure private good and pure public good 

according to the possibility of government to provide it and consequently not to exclude any 

potential consumers.  

A pure public good has two key economic features: it is nonrival and nonexcludable. The nonrivalness 

is an intrinsic property of the good itself, and implies that somebody’s consumption does not 

diminish the amount available to others. The nonexcludability is more a legal property related to the 

                                                                 
1 In this section we are exposing the economic features of private and public goods, bearing in mind that the 
same definition can be adopted also for services and that the peculiar nature of information does not allow a 
distinctive separation between information goods and information services. But for simplicity we will use mostly 
the term information goods.  
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regime that regulates the distribution of the good because one person’s consumption can not limit 

or prevent somebody else’s consumption of the same good (Varian, 1998). 

A pure private good has opposite economic attributes because is rival and excludable: exclusively I can 

consume the fish that I net and nobody else can have it.  

Between these definitions of pure and private good there is a third typology of economic good that 

corresponds to an impure good, an ambiguous good because has both economic features of the private 

and the public one. A quasi-public good has a cost of provision that increases less than 

proportionally to the number of consumers and it is not always possible to exclude or prevent 

somebody else from using it.  

Indeed, a classic taxonomy of goods defines pure private goods excludable and rival and marketable; 

of opposite nature are pure public goods, non-excludable, non-rival and non marketable (e.g. national 

defence or lighthouse). Hence there are the impure goods whose non-rivalry and non-excludability 

have different proportions: commons are non-excludable but rival, while clubs goods (e.g.  encrypted 

television) are excludable but non-rival. According to the nature of the good, the type of optimal 

provision changes. 

1.2.2: The Arrovian argument on information as public good  

The public nature of information was originally theorised by Kenneth Arrow (1962). Arrow’s 

scope was to find out the most efficient social allocation of information and once defined its 

economic features he described the public provision like the optimal one. The problem that arises 

with the optimal provision of information is related to its natural characteristics: indivisibility, 

inappropriability and uncertainty.  

First of all Arrow acknowledges that information has an economic value, so it is a commodity that 

increases the owner’s profits but remains intangible, and invention becomes a process to produce 

information and its resources should be optimally allocated.  
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Information is an indivisible commodity, because the owner has monopolistic power on it, and 

inappropriable, because once the owner sells it, the information can be reproduced at a lower or no 

cost and everybody might use it. Social inefficiencies related to this latter property can be partially 

overcome with a legal system of property rights, but information is intangible and some 

inefficiencies still remain.  

Moreover the non-optimal private provision of information is compromised by the “paradox of 

demand for information” because its value is not known until the consumer has bought it, but once 

purchased, he has acquired it without costs. Although property rights mitigate this paradox, the 

intangible and incomplete appropriability properties still affect the optimal allocation in the market. 

Finally the property of information that challenges more the optimal market provision is the 

uncertainty produced by invention and research processes. This risky feature related to uncertain 

outcome, limits investments on research by nature, and these disincentives are even greater in a free 

enterprise economy.  

Arrow, using interchangeably the terms information and knowledge, sustains that knowledge, for 

example new method of production, should be available freely, like in an ideal socialist economy 

where reward for invention and cost for using information are strictly separated, and proposes some 

solutions in order to optimise its social allocation and to minimise the underinvestment in invention. 

One solution is that large corporations should conduct the research because a large variety of 

projects will be maintained and this would constitute the insurance against moral factor of risk 

bearing. Besides in a free economy the perfect competition is a better environment to incentive 

invention, both in social terms and in private ones, if compared to monopoly, but also this still 

remains a sub-optimal solution.  

In conclusion information is both an “input” for invention and a product of risky innovation, so to 

create new information is necessary interdependency within the social environment, solid relations 
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with previous information and appropriate information stimulated by basic research. Therefore the 

flow of information should be free and abundant and only public or no-profits institutions are able 

to manage knowledge and to bear the expenditure in R&D in order to provide an optimal allocation.  

The main point of the Arrovian argument of information and knowledge is that information is 

a public good, everybody should have access to it, and the optimal way of providing it is the 

provision via public sector. But this definition misses some clarifications: the main distinction 

between information and knowledge, a deeper definition of the private aspect of knowledge (related 

to the appropriability), the translation of knowledge into information and its transmission costs.  

1.2.3: Information as quasi-public good  

The neoclassical perspective maintains the public property of information that justifies its 

public provision, but some theories stress different degrees of purity. Complementary neoclassical 

perspectives theorise that information is a quasi-public good depending on the features of the 

medium of transmission and communication and/or on the redefinition of its features. For example 

a book contains information, but since the paper, that represents the medium, is a private good, its 

economic definition can not be a pure public good. The key features of a quasi public good are the 

cost of provision that increases less than proportionately with respect to the number of beneficiaries, 

and the difficulties in excluding those who do not pay from the benefit of the good. If one of these 

two is prevailing it influences the degree of publicness of the good and mainly its public provision, 

but the level of publicness is influenced by the medium of transmission, hence by the technology 

utilised: the more efficient is the technology, the nearer information is to the pure public good 

definition, and therefore to the public provision (http://william-

king.www.drexel.edu/top/prin/txt/Govch/Ch12ToC.html).  

The purity of infor mation is compromised when its properties fail to hold, so its economic 

dimension is restricted to the quasi-public one. For example scientific knowledge is considered a 
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quasi-public good because nonappropriability can be limited in case the producer codifies it unabling 

somebody else to use it (Callon, 1994). 

1.2.4: Varian’s argument on information and modern technologies 

The importance of medium of transmission, hence NIT and the increasing development of 

digitised information and communication sector stimulated an alternative economic definition of 

information.  

This is evident especially in Varian’s definition of information: “anything that can be digitized – a 

book, a movie, a record, a telephone conversation [without requiring] that the information actually be 

digitized” (Varian, 1998: 3). Hence information is no more an intangible commodity, as Arrow 

described, but a digitised and digitisable economic good with three major properties that affect its 

provision: experience good, returns to scale, and its public nature.  

The first property corresponds mainly to Arrow’s paradox of demand for information. It is an 

evaluation property of consumer, because only after the good is purchased the buyer can express her 

impressions, and during this phase previewing, browsing and mainly the reputation, that 

characterises the brand identity in the evaluation of a product, are determinant elements. 

The second property, returns to scale, is the property of costs structure that Varian summarises as 

following: “information is costly to produce but cheap to imitate” (Varian, 1998: 5), or in other 

words the fixed costs are very high and sunk, and the marginal costs of reproducing it are very low. 

These cost features influence the market structure of information goods, that becomes monopolistic 

competition, because these goods are highly differentiated.  

Finally the third feature depicts information goods like public goods. Information is inherently 

nonrival, because of low reproduction costs, and is not excludable. This latter feature is a property 

of the environment that influences the access to information because depends both on legal system, 

or how to regulate the intellectual property with patents and property rights, and on modern 
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technological systems that control the access to information through cryptographic programs, 

advertisement dissemination or time limitation access.  

Varian stresses the importance of managing information. The recent diffusion of technologies does 

allow access to massive amount of information but the quality is not always assured and pricing 

affects its availability. The quantity can drive out the quality because of negative externalities, like 

bottlenecks; and pricing is influenced by the cost structure, so producers adopt different price 

discriminations, like degrading some stocks of products and bundling different products in order to 

increase their revenues.  

These approaches constitute the neoclassical perspective to the information topic: information 

has the economic features of public or quasi-public good, nonrivalry and nonexcludability; has to be 

available for everybody; and should be provided via public sector because of the private market 

failure. In the next section we will expose the evolutionary standpoint that starts with the 

fundamental distinction between information and knowledge.  

1.3: The evolutionary economic approach to knowledge: information and knowledge 

The neoclassical perspective considered information and knowledge interchangeably, but they 

are distinct concepts hence distinct economic features characterise them. The evolutionary argument 

stresses the importance of this distinction to delineate their economic value and appropriate 

provision and transmission. 

1.3.1: Polany’s definition of codified and tacit knowledge  

Starting from an evolutionary standpoint we emphasise that one thing is what is “digitised” 

and transmitted, and another thing is what a human brain “knows”, how “interprets” and how the 

variety of brains matters. To better understand this perspective we introduce Michael Polanyi’s 

interpretation of knowledge (1974). Polanyi pointed out that knowledge is a feature of individuals, 
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has emotional and personal contents and like individuals is dynamic, adapting and changing with the 

environment. Moreover he distinguishes between focal and tacit knowledge: the former is the 

knowledge related to the focus in examination, the latter is the knowledge used like tool to improve 

the focus. These two levels of knowledge are complementary because the tacit one constitutes the 

background to reach the focus.  

Polanyi’s thesis is that transmission of knowledge is done through tradition, a social transfer of 

knowledge, defining a clear distinction between personal knowledge and what is transferred, mainly 

named information and reconstructed by receiver’s perception.  

Finally knowledge is not immutable and unchangeable commodity but is the final result of a process 

of knowing achieved in three ways (i.e. building blocks of knowledge): imitation, identification and 

learning by doing.  

If knowledge is considered an economic good, this pivotal differentiation between tacit knowledge, 

that every agent builds up according to learning by doing, environment and behavioural routines, 

and information, public, explicit and easily transferred through communication channels, is 

important because this characterises its provision and influences the cost of turning the former into 

the latter.  

1.3.2: Economic aspects of codified and tacit knowledge  

Information is a durable good it because represents knowledge reduced to actions2, 

transmitted and traded messages that increase its value but assumes different forms: explicit (or 

codified) and incorporated (or tacit) knowledge. The first form of knowledge has standardised formats and 

consequently low costs of transmission, reproduction and storage, and is difficult to exclude its use.  

 

                                                                 
2 Information refers “to the act or process by which knowledge (or signal, a message) is transmitted” (Machlup, 
1980:7). 
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The incorporated knowledge is tacit and inscribed in human bodies, its cost of reproduction is 

higher and sometimes not transferable at all (Callon, 1994).  

These natural fe atures, that reduce the degree of pure publicness of information, constitute the 

exceptions that transform scientific knowledge into potential privatisable good altering the optimal 

public provision (Callon, 1994). Exposing the stickiness of scientific knowledge, Callon (1994) 

proposes a different provision: not public, because knowledge is not pure public good, and not 

private because the variety, essential to the social-economic environment, will be destroyed 

standardising the progress toward irreversible, static and convergent paths. He proposes to interpret 

scientific knowledge in terms of “local public good”, whose provision satisfies the necessity to make 

variety and diversity proliferate, maintains the complementary public and private sides of science and 

allows turning knowledge into information thanks to free association of researchers, flexible 

cooperation within research networks in order to avoid the irreversibility and the convergence.  

The concept of “local public good” means that its availability is free for the community of specialists 

that can interpret it after necessary and strategic investments which enable to use it properly (Callon, 

1994). In this sense the non-rivarly economic feature of knowledge is extrinsic and not intrinsic. 

Another perspective to interpret knowledge is “localised knowledge”, like non-pure private 

good because is partially appropriable by those who generated it and partially excludable because it 

requires additional learning and communication to be adopted. This specification of knowledge is 

determinant because needs higher costs of transmission and is crucial to shape the innovation 

process. Since localised knowledge is a dynamic combination of internal tacit and codified 

knowledge, like behavioural routines genetically inscribed in the memory of agents and result of 

R&D activities, and external tacit and codified knowledge, that is topologically bounded within 

geographical space, it requires further knowledge and economic effort to be transmitted and learnt 

(Antonelli , 1999).  
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According to Antonelli (1999) NIT diffusion enables both the exchange of information and the tacit 

and codified knowledge because of the reduction of transaction costs, diffusion of more efficient 

and secure decodification programs, reduction of geographical distances and implementation of 

technological co-operation. 

1.3.3: Machlup’s interpretation of stock and flow of knowledge  

The definitions of knowledge and information and respective economic features are not 

limited to the previous ones. For example Fritz Machlup (1980, 1984), whose first aim was to define 

statistically the increasing role of knowledge in industrial sectors and in the economy as a whole, 

gives an encyclopaedic classification of knowledge and information. In his three volumes he scanned 

the argument giving personal intuitions and semantic, philosophic, etymological and economic 

descriptions of this argument. Machlup’s idea of knowledge is a “dynamic concept” and he proposes 

accurate classifications according to qualities, structures, subjective or social relevance3.  

Machlup defines knowledge like good and elaborates a distinction between stock of knowledge, 

measured at any moment of time, and flow of knowledge, estimated changes of knowledge during a 

period of time. Knowledge as stock emphasises the process of storage and it is mainly referred to 

the recorded knowledge (i.e. on paper, on tapes, or on other technical implements), and knowledge 

in mind, or memory of individuals. According to this definition the stock of knowledge is neither 

measurable nor comparable because of the variety of forms that can assume.  

Differently the flow of knowledge measures the transmission and communication processes of 

knowledge. This kind of flows differs from flows of goods because of non-rivarly: “a flow of 

knowledge may increase the recipient’s stock of knowledge without reducing the stock of the 

                                                                 
3 Machlup classifies accurately the concept of knowledge. He defines five classes of knowledge: practical 
knowledge, useful in knower’s work and divided according his activities; intellectual knowledge, satisfying his 
intellectual curiosity and acquired in active concentration; small talk and pastime knowledge, satisfying his 
non-intellectual curiosity or his desire for light entertainment and emotional stimulation; spiritual knowledge, 
and unwanted knowledge, outside his interests (Machlup, 1980).  
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transmitter” (Machlup, 1980: 170); and can be classified according to spatial transmission (between 

transmitters and receivers) or at a rate per unit  of time. 

The main economic feature of the flows of knowledge is the possibility to measure and estimate the 

cost of this transmission that can generate new knowledge, accumulate or replace prior knowledge. 

The cost of acquiring knowledge is mainly related to personal capacities of individuals to intercept 

this flow, whose provision has low or zero costs, and this means that the flow of knowledge is 

essentially free, while social costs are substantial.  

Machlup stresses the economic importance of transmission of knowledge because involves the 

production of new knowledge that mainly increases the productivity of the recipient.  

Finally Machlup’s concept of knowledge as a product assumes different degrees of maturity and is 

classified either as a “final product”, and divided into two classes, consumption and investment, or 

as an “intermediate product”, because used for the production of other goods and services. This 

trichotomy is very important because determines its costs structures of knowledge itself and the 

goods and services related to it (Machlup, 1980 and 1984).  

1.3.4: Marshallian and Schumpeterian approaches to knowledge  

A specific dichotomy of the nature of knowledge within the evolutionary perspective is 

proposed by Antonelli (1999) who distinguished Marshallian and Schumpeterian approaches to 

knowledge both stressing the private and individual nature of knowledge. 

According to the Marshallian interpretation there is a lucid division between the private but dynamic 

nature of technological knowledge and the public aspect of information whose role is “vital” to 

empower entrepreneurs, but the Second Industrial Revolution showed the natural resistance of 

individuals to collaborate and create free knowledge areas with zero costs of transmission 

(Zaratiegui , 1997). Although the private aspect of knowledge, Marshall interprets the positive 

externalities that derives from sharing information. So he sustains that the production of new 
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knowledge consists in complex interactions among capital, knowledge and organisations and 

industrial districts and technological parks are the examples that demonstrate the easier and more 

productive access to common knowledge (Zaratiegui, 1997). In Mashallian terms the innovation and 

technical progress are the results of the existence of variety and heterogeneity of agents. 

Differently in Schumpeterian perspective the creation of new knowledge is the result of innovation 

abilities, idiosyncratic and routinesed behavioural attributes of the agents that produce new 

technologies according to the learning process (Antonelli, 1999). 

1.3.5: Knowledge and property rights  

Finally the appropriability of knowledge is related to property rights regime that regulates the 

monopolistic gains of the owner. We will not enter into the debate related to the most efficient level 

of property protection, but we want to mention its relevance.  

First of all property rights should be weak to allow the innovation process to be carried on. As 

Marshall explains the “commercial secrets” constitute losses for the society, so it should be a better 

solution to displace publicly the information available (Zaratiegui, 1997). Nelson (1982) describes 

the technological process like an evolution from “background knowledge” to the “next round” one 

and according to this perspective the losses due to proprietary technique compromise the stimulus 

to innovation process. 

Moreover the traditional legal system is nowadays strongly weakened by NIT diffusion because the 

proprietary nature of a good, or idea, or news, is more vulnerable and is becoming more and more 

difficult to protect. An alternative system is the so-called “property left”: the product (usually 

software) and its source code are free, hence everybody can download it, use, eventually modify and 

replace on the Web, so to evolve and duplicate.  

An example of this new formula is Linux, a successful operative system, born and developed thanks 

to free on-line availability and the “bazaar” organisational style of economic and structural diffusion 
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based on “evolutionary forces driven from the bottom-up” (Kuwabara, 2000). We will recall this 

system in the next chapter.  

1.4: Some concluding reflections  

In this chapter we outlined the increased capability of NIT in acquiring, storing, processing 

and transmitting information and emphasised the main distinction between information and 

knowledge and consequently the economic distinction of reproducing information and codifying 

knowledge.  

We exposed different aspects of knowledge that should sharper its economic value, public or 

private, social and individualistic side, and according to these specifications we outlined how the 

provision and transmission could be implemented using the modern NIT.  

Using Nelson’s words “there is both a private and a public aspect to technological knowledge, and 

… while the lines between these are shady, it is important to recognize both” (Nelson, 1982:467). 

Dividing exactly between public and private dimension of technological knowledge is impossible 

because the etymology of the word “technology” is by itself hybrid, containing the τεχηνο 

(technique) and λογοσ (logy), the art of doing and the art of theorising (Nelson, 1982).  

In conclusion we summarise the complexity of this topic exposing the recent diffusion of the 

human genome structure discovery.   

First of all it confirms that the private research of business firms is carried on despite uncertainty 

problems, natural feature of knowledge, and high risky investments. 

Secondly how the variety maintained with free association (using Callon’s terms) between the private 

and public laboratories “churn out good products”. In fact Celera, the institute that popularised the 

human genetic sequence, is the final result of precedent research conducted within a mixed public 
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and private consortium. In addition Celera gave up to its property rights and future profitable 

excludable gains with the decision to diffuse publicly the genetic map.  

Again the role of NIT accelerated the transmission of this private knowledge because of its low 

costs of transmission.  

On the other side we should also point out Celera’s shares gains before its public diffusion: during 

October 1999 (10/1/99) its share value was $41, four months later (1/20/00) before the 

announcement (June 2000) its value was nearly six times more, $226. This constitutes immediate 

gains that replaced the renunciation to high profits deriving from property rights.  

Finally we must clarify that what had been diffused is not simply information, nor tacit, incorporated 

or localised knowledge, but “codified knowledge” understandable by specialists, useful to complete 

missing parts of biology textbooks and further scientific research. In addition its nature becomes a 

local public good because recipients need additional investments to adopt it. 

Using Steinmueller’s explanation (2000) a public provision like this is an example of the 

development and constitution of an “epistemic community” where the communication process is 

fluent, because of the technologies used, and shared within the group able to understand and adapt 

to this symbolic diffusion.  

In general NIT role leaded to ubiquity and acceleration of information, but de-codification of 

knowledge needs to be completed by indispensable individual comprehension structures. 
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Chapter 2 

MICRO PERSPECTIVES OF THE DIFFUSION OF NEW INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGIES 

2.1: New Information Technologies and virtual market structure: is it really 

competitive? 

The effects of NIT diffusion consist in increased efficiency of transmission and 

communication channels, but other changes are expected as well, for example, in production 

systems and in organisational structures. In this and the following chapter we are going to examine 

the economic consequences of this technological diffusion according to two complementary aspects, 

microeconomic and macroeconomic one.  

At the beginning of the ‘90s when the diffusion of the Internet moved away from strategic-military 

and academic uses to more popular ones, some economists identified the possibility for a “new 

economy” to develop.  

According to the macro perspective they anticipated a “new economy” with non-inflationary growth 

and less unemployment but we will discuss this argument in the third chapter.  

According to a micro perspective they predicted a “new economy” characterised by perfect 

competitive and more efficient markets. Internet diffusion was interpreted like the panacea to solve 

the market distortions, an ideal virtual economy where everybody, producers and consumers, would 

have been better off as economic theory hypothesised.  

More recently colossal failures, like the negative experience of Etoys.com during the past Christmas, 

that showed the lack of adequate infrastructures (e.g. delivery and payment systems) able to support 

these new businesses, and the financial reconsideration of the stock markets about dot.com shares, 

slowed down the initial enthusiasms.  
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Nowadays these theories have been critically revisited and in this chapter we are going to identify the 

micro-economic potentialities of technological diffusion according to three levels: market, consumer 

and producer. 

2.1.1: Theoretical definition of perfect competition 

Economic theory hypothesised some ideal market structures, and perfect competition is one 

of those. According to this schema there are numerous producers, price takers, who offer their 

homogeneous goods at a price equals to the marginal costs of production; there are no barriers to 

entry/exit that limit the entrance/exit of other producers, hence an indefinite number of producers 

can operate in the market.  

Similarly buyers, price takers as well, set their demand schedule according to their tastes and prices. 

There is perfect information between buyers and sellers, there are no transaction costs, and 

everybody acts rationally in the determination of their respective choices.  

The equilibrium is the geometrical intersection of demand and supply curves and indicates both the 

optimum quantity and price according to which suppliers and demanders agree. Hence producers 

and consumers maximise their utility functions and the resulting equilibrium quantities are efficient 

and Pareto optima because nobody can be better off without making some others worse off.  

2.1.2: Evolutionary perspectives on competitive market structure 

These previous mechanics constitute the ideal perfect competition described in economics 

textbooks, but there are more realistic factors that make this definition too restricted. For example 

products are not homogenous but differentiated, there exist both artificial and natural barriers to 

entry that potential or existent producers must face, there are information asymmetries, transaction  
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costs and search costs, menu costs, externalities, and so on4.  

In addition to these realistic specifications, economic theory should consider that producers and 

consumers constitute an economic environment that is complex, dynamic and uncertain, and 

heterogeneous agents constituting this variety behave boundedly rationally and accomplish their 

choices not according to optimising but satisficing mechanisms. Although the perfect competition 

structure as described in the standard textbooks is not realistic, its intrinsic nature, the “variety” of 

agents, constitutes the relevant starting point to revisit its features in an evolutionary perspective.  

According to this scheme the market structure is characterised by a wide variety of firms with 

peculiar behaviours and features and the dynamic process of development within the market does 

not correspond to optimisation mechanisms but to selection processes evolving toward the average 

behaviour (Metcalfe, 1994). And again the selection mechanisms in competitive markets are not 

maximisation processes but occur in three main ways: entry of new firms characterised by new 

competitive traits, elimination of unprofitable firms, and finally a selection according to the diffusion 

of more profitable technologies (Metcalfe, 1994). 

Hence tacit knowledge and innovative technologies play a fundamental role for firms to be able to 

survive and to reproduce efficiently in the market (Metcalfe, 1994). 

According to the evolutionary perspective the introduction of more profitable technologies 

drives the selection process and therefore influences the survival of firms. In the previous chapter 

we analysed the relation between NIT diffusion and transmission of codified knowledge, in this we  

 

 

                                                                 
4 The neoclassical economic theory proposes alternative hypotheses, like monopolistic competition, Bertrand 
model or Cournot model, which include some of these peculiarities. Bearing in mind that there exists a variety 
of theoretical frameworks fitting better the real environment, we will not analyse them because the aim of the 
chapter is to focus on the economic potentialities and spillovers that technological change and diffusion have on 
the complex environment of competition. 
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are going to consider how and if NIT and the Internet revolutionise the market structure, in 

particular facilitating perfect competition.  

2.1.3: The Internet as virtual marketplace: technical and structural features 

The Internet was welcomed like the marketplace where perfect competition would have been 

developed respecting the theoretical “ideal” limitations that we have exposed.  

In the following paragraphs we will briefly summarise the reasons why Internet technology and its 

“new economy” were defined as revolutionary with respect to orthodox economic rules; its 

structural, technological and economic features; and in conclusion the possible evolution of the 

economic market structure.  

Negroponte (1995), director of the MIT Media Lab, is one of the first that welcomed digital 

technology and Internet like the “Utopia” of current days proposing a robotic scenario of daily 

behaviours.  

Castells (1996) proposed a detailed description of “information technology paradigm” emphasising 

some characteristics of the economy like networking, information, comprehensiveness and 

complexity and suggests that new firms need computers to adapt and compete.  

Kevin Kelly (1998) claims that “new rules” will drive the new economy characterised by global and 

intensely interlinked character and the exchange of intangible goods (e.g. ideas, information and 

relations). In particular he lists ten new economic rules (e.g. the power of the network in terms of 

increasing returns and comparative advantages, the rule of devolution that drives towards better 

innovation, the abolition of geographical distances, and so on) that turn business upside down and 

inside out. In particular we will expose the switch of the demand and supply curves due to the “laws 

of plentitude and inverted pricing”. According to Kelly the main feature of technological diffusion is 

that the standard economic trade-off between scarcity and value is no more valid: new brand and 

qualitatively superior goods are cheaper, prices are asymptotically and inexorably closer to become 
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null, positive network externalities kick in the consumer. In conclusion supply and demand curves 

turn upside down: the demand curve turn upside down because “the more a resource is used, the 

more demand there is for it … [and the supply side acts the same b]ecause of compounded learning, 

the more we create something, the easier it becomes to create more of it” (Kelly, 1998:56).  

Apart from these extreme perspectives there exist some features of Internet technology that 

need to be summarised. 

The Internet has a peculiar nature caused by being digital technology-based and a network. These 

features are strictly interdependent and affect the economic structure of Internet itself. 

First of all the Internet has technological features that constitute its efficiency allowing transmissions 

previously technically and economically unfeasible. According to Moore’s law5 technical 

improvements of processing power take places roughly every eighte en months.  

In addition the Internet has peculiar structural characteristic: has a network frame.  

Network analysis defines a network like a structure constituted by a set of nodes and their links. 

There exist numerous typologies of networks depending on the directions, value and typology of 

links examined. For example there are social networks constituted by individuals in a community; 

diplomatic and strategic network constituted by organisations and nations; economic networks 

whose nodes can either be nations, firms or single agents and so on. Hence the links that connect 

the nodes can be one-way, or ordered with an oriented direction; two-way or reciprocal where the 

links have no direction; and valued network because attached to the links there is a corresponding 

value (Wasserman and Faust, 1994).  

                                                                 
5 The Moore’s law of computer power defines the period of time (eighteen months) that a computer takes to 
improve technologically. It takes its name from Gordon Moore, the founder of the Intel Corporation, that in 1965 
forecasted that the “density of transistors on a silicon chip would double every twelve months” (Cohen et al., 
1999, p.1). 
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Internet is a reciprocal and valued network and its components (or nodes) are complementary 

because they are indispensable for the network to work and compatible because eventual changes 

needs to be cheap (Economides, 1995).  

The economic value of a network is firstly related to network externalities. Mathematically these 

externalities are summarised with Metcalfe’s principle according to which benefits of a network 

increase quadratically as the number of users rises. Economically these positive externalities imply 

that the value of the network grows with the number of interconnections: the first user of the fax 

machine had fewer advantages than the second user, than the third and so on.  

Therefore the more dense is the network, the easier and more direct are the communications and 

lower the transaction costs because intermediary channels are cut off. 

Another feature of a network consists in the reduction of geographical distances, creating an 

unlimited virtual proximity with speedier and less costly links. For example an Indian engineer in 

Bangalore could sell his software to an American company settled in Silicon Valley without leaving 

his country.  

In markets with network externalities, the structure is affected by economies of scale and increasing 

returns, because the output produced is more than proportional respect to inputs utilised; and by 

precedent and historical relation between agents, because the choices made by consumers and 

producers lock-in the evolution of network structure (e.g. QWERTY keyboard diffusion) 

(Economides, 1995). The example of QWERTY keyboard, introduced to solve jamming problems 

and to slow down typists, represents collective switching costs: the costs to move away from the 

adapted behaviour, or routine, are too high to sustain a switch with another more efficient product 

(in the example to Dvorak keyboard) (Shapiro and Varian, 1999).  

In addition Internet technology is characterised by lots of information that can be cheaply 

exchanged. This quantity of information is near to “perfect” required by perfect competition of 
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textbooks and affects both sides of the market gathering together a vast number of potential 

consumers and producers and leading to more efficient choices and interactions. In particular 

because of the reduced search costs, consumers orient their choices towards higher quality products 

and inferior prices. On the other side, producers adapt their supplies according to the variety 

proposed on the market and barriers to entry are reduced because the costs to set up business on 

line should be inferior.  

Furthermore a more efficient outcome is obtained thanks to the diffusion of the auction system (e.g. 

www.egghead.com or www.auctions.yahoo.com are only two of the most known sites). As economic 

textbooks explain, the auction system is a competitive system that allows to set efficient prices near 

to the reserve value of the seller and hence consumers are better off. Besides it is possible to issue 

request for quote: consumer spells out prices and general features of the product he is intentioned to 

purchase, and in real time (30 seconds) software will find the most suitable seller according to 

consumer’s preferences (The Economist, 2000a). 

In conclusion Internet technologies affect market structure and productivity levels, for example 

reorganising organisational hierarchies (i.e. from vertical to decentralised) and production systems 

that develop alternative sources of production, like outsourcing, create new products and increase 

productivity levels using more efficient technologies. Hence the effects of this diffusion influence 

competitiveness and productivity levels of firms. But we will explain the productivity argument in 

detail in the next chapter.  

Summarising Internet technology is the “virtual” space where complex, more efficient and 

competitive transactions are evolving. In particular Internet constitutes the ideal marketplace for 

perfect competition with lower search costs, lower menu costs, lower transaction costs, therefore 

lower prices, perfect information, no barriers to entry and large variety of purchasers and sellers. 

Hence if these are Internet potentialities, the market that is developing should respond to the ideal 
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theorisation of perfect competition implemented with the evolutionary concepts. But is this the 

empirical evidence? Is the Internet marketplace really perfectly competitive? 

2.1.4: Is the Internet really competitive? 

Some empirical studies showed that this is not the case, and some “frictions” in the market 

still persist. For example Brynjolfsson, E. and Smith M. D. (2000) showed that the Internet does not 

constitute the perfectly competition marketplace like it was hypothesised. Their empirical research 

compared the prices of books and music CDs sold on-line and on conventional stores and their 

results emphasised that on the Internet the prices level and the menu costs are inferior with respect 

to the traditional retailers (on average 9-16% less), but dissimilarities on prices levels still remain, 

hence the equilibrium price of perfect competition is far from being reached. These price 

dispersions can be explained because two important factors of retailer heterogeneity intervene: 

heterogeneity in customer awareness and heterogeneity in retailer branding and trust.  

Their results evidenced that additional information relative to the products, like on-line services 

helping customers or the availability to test the product before the purchase, is important in 

orientating them, but the major role is played by the “trust” factor. Although consumers can choose 

within a wide range of products and their search costs are further reduced because of ad-hoc 

software that drive their choices according to personal and customised tastes, their choices follow a 

peculiar path dictated by factors like branding, awareness, and trust. Hence frictions arise because 

the retailer with lowest price does not necessarily sell more, because is not www.amazon.com or 

www.Cdnow.com.  

Then even if this market structure should be suitable for more efficient auction system, there exist 

high transaction costs on sellers, so that the virtual request for a quote is often not so efficient.  
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And according to transactions costs it is relevant to remember that structural improvements (e.g. 

delivery system, taxation, payment structure and legal standards) are indispensable to develop on-line 

perfect competition.  

In addition to these persisting market distortions we recall the “Internet paradox”, related to 

the structural nature of Internet.  

Shapiro and Varian (1999) identify positive and negative network feed-backs or externalities. 

According to the former “the strong get stronger, and the weak get weaker” (ibid.: 175), because 

there is an adaptation on routinised behaviour; and some negative are summarised as “the strong get 

weaker and the weak get stronger” (ibid.: 176) to identify the incapacity of the leader firm to adapt to 

changes.  

There exist negative externalities whose origins are technical: bottlenecks or crashes of Internet 

consist mainly on technical inability to support the flow of Internet connections.  

But there exist other negative externalitie s related to the structure of the network itself, and usually 

affect the leader company that can not adapt to more competitive market and devolve in a vicious 

cycle that drives it out of the market. According to Economides (1995) the presence of network 

externalities reduces even the efficiency of the perfect competition because the marginal social 

benefit of the network is increasing.  

Similarly, but according to another perspective Arthur (1996) pointed out that the presence of 

increasing returns, characterising knowledge-based economies, determines instabilities in markets 

and alternative business management that lock-in the consumers, not necessarily according to the 

best and more efficient product (e.g. QWERTY keyboard versus DVORAK keyboard, or Microsoft 

versus Macintosh). However the “increasing returns world” is also a world of continuous adaptation 

according to rules not dictated by the optimisation and maximisation theories, but to the ability to 

adapt, evolve along a path-dependent pace. 
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The main point that we should point out is that there exist technical and structural network 

features that limit paradoxically competitive system to arise and there exist at least two different 

frictions that distort prices, the reputation of the seller and the structural nature of network. The 

reputation arises from the credibility of sellers who build it gaining the trust of purchasers. 

According to the network structure there exist distortions because of the building blocks (or 

competitive advantage) that the speediest producer starts creating (or acquires) when enters on the 

market, because has increasing returns of scale, locks-in consumers and makes products more 

valuable (The Economist, 2000d). 

Empirical evidence about the persistence of frictions in the virtual economy is confirmed by 

institutional interventions, like antitrust authorities, because there is the paradoxical possibility to 

create monopolistic positions within the Internet due to increasing returns to scale and networks 

effects. For example the Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice of United States 

are investigating to find out if car companies, airlines and aerospace firms are creating “hidden” 

cartels of sellers forcing their purchasers to buy from their proposed retailers and create distortions 

in prices determination (The Economist, 2000b).  

In conclusion the “cyber” marketplace that is developing around Internet technology presents 

some frictions that limit competitiveness but is still at its beginning and needs further indispensable 

institutional and technical implementations. There are key features of its technological, economic 

and behavioural complexities that drive its evolution, in the next sections we are going to consider 

the effects of the Internet on consumers and producers decisions according to alternative 

perspective.  

2.2: New Information Technologies and consumer  

In this section we are going to present the potential gains of consumers from Internet 

technologies. In the previous section we stressed that Internet technology is potentially the ideal 
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environment for competition, hence consumers obtain immediate gains from this market structure 

because of lower prices. 

Thanks to Internet technology, “smart” software, or auction systems, consumers are better off and 

choose products according to their preferences: lower search costs, nearly perfect information and 

transparency allow to adapt product to consumer’s exigencies.  

As described in the previous section, Internet marketplace still presents some frictions: consumer’s 

preferences are not driven by rational preferences but other determinant elements characterise his 

choice, trust and credibility of the seller are the main ones.  

Another limitation of consumer’s behaviour is bounded by the category of purchasable products on-

line, for example it is easier to sell software, books, CD music respect to another category of less 

standardised goods.  

Legal systems, delivery and taxes are other structural and institutional limitations of consumers that 

hinder the competitive market to arise and consumers gain from it.  

Finally in this last paragraph we want to propose an alternative way to interpret consumers’ 

choice of Internet goods. Brynjolfsson. and Smith’s study (2000) showed that consumer’s choice is 

oriented according to his trust on the seller, hence to buy a book he will prefer to choose 

www.amazon.com even if prices are higher.  

Alternatively we could interpret this choice not according to characteristics of seller, but to a 

cognitive feature of purchaser: “meme”. Dawkins (1976) defines meme as unit of cultural 

transmission, or a unit of imitation, and a behavioural or cognitive pattern in actor’s repertoire. If 

this is the case, thanks to better and more efficient NIT and Internet technologies, agent acquires 

new meme, that once acquired starts reproducing and hence constitutes a process of behavioural 

learning: www.amazon.com is not chosen because of its credibility but because its meme, replicated 

inside agents, is self-reproducing. 
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2.3: New Information Technologies and producer  

Previously we exposed consumers’ gains from competitive environment, in this section we are 

going to emphasise the producer’s perspective: more competitive is the market, inferior are the 

barriers to entry/exit, lower are menu costs and easier is to increase productivity levels. But 

producers need to remain in the market and maintain a certain share that guarantees some margins 

of profit.  

According to Shapiro and Varian (1999) NIT sector producers must deal with consumer’s inertia to 

change, and there are two possible approaches: the evolutionary and the revolutionary approach. 

According to the former the producer follows a migration path in which he proposes smooth 

changes to new technologies, but technical and legal obstacles limit this development.  

According to the revolutionary strategy changes are abrupt and producer chooses to perform better 

proposing innovative technologies, but this strategy is more risky than the previous one. This is very 

similar to creative destruction of Schumpeterian tradition that drives innovation process, although 

Schumpeter analyses this feature according to monopolistic market structure.  

However in the Internet a producer needs to adapt to the new hyper-competitive and hyper-

complex situations otherwise risks to devolve and disappear. In evolutionary terms we interpret 

agents’ behaviour in competitive markets according to Fisher’s principle, a statistical relation 

between the change of mean behaviour and the variance of population’s behaviours, that determines 

the permanence of the firm inside the market (Metcalfe, 1994).  

Thanks to Internet technology, information is an element of less uncertainty that helps firms to 

operate within a more transparent and dynamic market. 

In this final part we expose an alternative form of organisational and production system, 

“bazaar model”, that is evolving on the Internet and that till now involve software engineering 

products.  
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The most famous example is Linux operative system evolved from a previous operative system 

thanks to implementations initially introduced by its innovator, Linus Torvald, and successively by a 

complex network of spontaneous collaboration within Internet. This bottom-up system, that 

challenges the traditional rational optimisation model defined “cathedral” (e.g. Microsoft), consists in 

a complex virtual reality where everybody contributes to its implementation, it is continuously and 

rapidly adapting according to the environment and to self-organising patterns. Once the source code 

is free, its provision and its production are public and free and everybody accesses and enhances it. 

Hence the legal system of property rights becomes “property left”, because everybody possesses it 

using it either individually or commonly. 

If this is the case, new perspectives, “at the edge of chaos”, are opened and new competitive and 

collaborative patterns driven by the self-organisation, adaptability and complexity could evolve. We 

should also stress tha t this mechanism has been developed within a particular sector of intangible 

goods, more suitable for this marketplace, hence it does not constitute a diffused model, but still 

presents puzzling and interesting aspects (Kuwabara, 2000).  

2.4: Some concluding reflections 

In conclusion we summarise the debate related to the virtual marketplace growing on Internet 

technologies emphasising some facts and potentialities. 

First of all NIT and Internet technologies are diffusing at increasing velocity thanks to more 

efficient and cheaper processing power; secondly transmission costs are negligible, search costs are 

low, there is nearly perfect information; finally these technologies reproduce complexity and micro-

variety that represent the ideal economic environment for competition.  

According to these features firms need to innovate and evolve their production and organisational 

systems to avoid laying behind and go out of the market because of lack of competition.  
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But it is also true that empirical limitations exit and impede perfect competition to arise, among 

these we remember trust, credibility and behavioural attitudes of agents that influence consumer’s 

choices, and increasing returns of scale that affect cost structures and lock-in consumers and 

paradoxically stimulate monopolistic positions.  

In this work we did not analysed the question related to pricing Internet, that constitutes another 

element that influence cost of connections, and indirectly search costs. This analysis is important 

because distinguishes different degrees of Internet technologies diffusion in relation with the 

openness of telecommunication sector: in USA where this sector is privatised there is a greater 

diffusion, in Europe it is less developed because till recently this sector was public. We did not 

analyse this topic because is quite articulated and complex: if it is true that Internet diffusion grew at 

different paths in USA and Europe, it is equally true that other technologies, like mobile phones, 

followed the opposite path. Hence there exist other factors in addition to the openness of telecoms 

sector that influence different paths of development.  

Nowadays Internet commerce involves mostly intangible goods and it is useful to distinguish 

between “transplanted real-world business models” and “native Internet business models” 

(Bambury, 1998). According to this distinction the former (e.g. business to business models, 

subscription models that sell access to database for limited periods of time, real estate models that 

sell Web space, and so on) occur naturally in the real-world and recently have been transplanted 

onto Internet but are still linked to real-world rules, and empirical evidence shows that “e-

commerce” is not working but represents mostly an “hype”.  

On the contrary the latter (e.g.  sources of free information, digital products and digital delivery 

models) are native and have evolved on Internet environment and are typically characterised by 

involving “reputation capital” and not financial transactions, in other words it is the world of 

freeware and shareware because, as Kelly stressed, the Internet is based on abundance, free access 
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and “property-left”. Linux operative system represents the example of this virtual reality based on 

the “bazaar model” and bottom-up organisation, and extended the ideal perfect competition, where 

prices are so low to be near to zero and firms need to adequate to this policy to survive.  

Finally nowadays it is quite common to utilise biological and ecological terms to define 

Internet environment, but we should bear in mind that concrete differences exist between the 

natural and biological environment and the economic one, one for all the cognitive capacity of 

human agents. But these analogies can still be used to better understand some concepts, like 

adaptation and fitness function.  

We are living through a transitional passage towards a new techno-economic paradigm driven by 

innovation and digital technologies and economic agents must adapt and evolve according to this 

new taxonomy to avoid the risk to be driven out of the market. Hence the agents (e.g. dot.com firms) 

need to mutate according to innovations to survive, but not all of them can survive because of 

potential “hypercompetitive” context created by Internet technologies select the agents. Therefore 

some of them disappear but acquired skills still remain to build successive blocks of innovation 

according to a continuous dynamic behaviour of an open-ended and restless system, like the 

capitalistic one. 

In general we stress that a new techno-economic paradigm is evolving because of digital 

technologies diffusion, hence “old rules” are adapting and need to be accompanied by indispensable 

institutional changes.  
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Chapter 3 

MACRO PERSPECTIVES OF THE DIFFUSION OF NEW INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGIES 

3.1: New Information Technologies and economic growth  

One of the main themes of economic theory is related to the explanation of economic growth 

and different theories assume alternative determinants but among these technological change and 

innovation have peculiar importance.  

Briefly the “classical theorisation” of economic growth is linked to the importance of investment 

integrating part of aggregate demand and determines propensity to save, hence stimulates 

economic growth. 

During the 50’s the Cambridge version of the Keynesian model was opposed by new theories, the 

“old neo-classical growth theories”, that stressed the importance on inputs, labour and capital, 

considered the main elements of the economic growth and forecaste that countries with the same 

factors endowments would have converged toward the same steady states, assuming population 

growth rate and technological change like exogenous variables. The argument related to the 

technological change was located in terms of “Solow residual”, that represents the unmeasurable 

part of production function and is also called total factor productivity.  

During the 80’s being inspired by the stylised facts like the improbable economic convergence 

among the countries and the different growth rates, some economists, Romer, Lucas and Arrow, 

developed the “endogenous growth theories” (known like the “new growth theories”) forcing the 

attention on technological progress, human capital accumulation and learning activities. In other 
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words the role of technology was no more restricted to an exogenous variable, became an 

endogenous part of economic models.  

The theories of economic growth are not limited to these frameworks because the stylised facts 

empirically show different realities, hence numerous variations and re-formulations were proposed: 

for example the importance of population growth, corruption and inequality, the emphasis on 

geographical proximity, or the relevance of public goods and infrastructures to stimulate the 

productivity of private factors. One example of re-formulation of orthodox theories is the 

evolutionary perspective of neoclassical growth theory simulated by Nelson and Winter (1982). 

Their purpose was to explain the long run macroeconomic patterns of growth maintaining the 

microdiversity and complexity of heterogeneous agents (firms) and hence emphasising the 

importance of technical change, or Solow residual.  

Before these more recent theories others stressed the role of innovation and technological 

change, one of these was Joseph Schumpeter (1939), who intuited the relevance of technological 

progress in economic growth. He suggested the existence of “long waves of technological change” 

due to the introduction of new technologies that stimulate economic growth. He maintained 

Kondratieff’s ideas of long waves of technological change, that roughly last fifty years, but his 

cycles differ from the previous because he stresses the importance of the “variety” characterising 

each cycle, and identifies the engine of these cycles in the capitalist behaviour. Each long wave 

has different phases and swings that move away from the mean: the prosperity, the recession, the 

depression and the recovery, and each influences the macroeconomic performance (Van Duijin, 

1984). Besides each wave is characterised by leading sector that incorporates the major 

innovations and creates growth firstly inside the same and secondly in the economy as a whole. 

After the First Industrial Revolution the historical statistics reveal a long-run economic 

growth, but along this path there are cyclical fluctuations that speed-up or decrease this growth. 
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Although differently emphasised innovation and technological change have been generally 

accepted to stimulate the dynamism of capitalist systems and to influence the long term economic 

growth and productivity (Freeman and Soete, 1997). 

In this chapter we are interested in the macro implications of NIT diffusion, crucial for a country’s 

competitiveness and essential factors of the “virtuous cycle” of innovation, technology, research 

and growth in output. 

In the next sections we are going to investigate the effects of NIT diffusion according to real 

macro and monetary macro perspectives. Many theorists agree on the economic importance of new 

technologies in the economy as a whole, but actual theoretical debate concerns “the apparent lack 

of macroeconomic evidence of productivity gains resulting from the application of new 

technologies” (Freeman and Soete, 1997: 330). Therefore the real macro section will investigate 

the “productivity paradox”. 

The monetary macro perspective will identify new electronic monetary forms, including digital 

cash and smart cards, and how monetary policies will change or not according to the increasing 

diffusion of these new forms of payment.  

Following we will expose some recent perspectives that illustrate present economy as a positive 

trend of continuous growth with no inflation and no more business cycles, so to justify the 

definition of “new economy”. In particular we will focus our attention on diametrically opposite 

positions: the very optimistic one, represented by the USA Federal Reserve Board Chair, Alan 

Greenspan, and Kevin Kelly; the moderate one, delineated in Cohen, DeLong and Zysman’s 

article; and finally the most sceptic ones, that we mainly lead to Krugman’s, Blinder’s and 

Gordon’s arguments. 
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3.2: New Information Technologies and economic growth: does the “productivity 

paradox” exist?  

3.2.1: The productivity paradox 

“We see computers everywhere except in the productivity statistics”. Nowadays this is one 

of the most cited phrases of the Nobel Laureate Robert Solow pronounced thirteen years ago and 

is actually puzzling the economists under the denomination of “productivity paradox”. In other 

words after the first oil shock in 1972 economies revealed a productivity slowdown that apparently 

coincided with the increasing use of new technologies.  

On one side we record international enthusiastic hopes to perform an uninterrupted growth, like 

registered in the United States, welcomed as result of the “virtuous cycle” of technological 

innovation–economic growth-low inflation and followed by suitable monetary policies. But on the 

other side Robert Solow’s reflections constitute the statistical puzzle that prevents the economists 

from unambiguously accepting the economic relevance of new technologies. 

Recently this apparent non-influential role of technologies seemed to be confirmed by the last 

performances of financial stock markets, that revealed a slowdown of enthusiasms relative to the 

so-called Dot.Economy shares.  

There are numerous interesting interpretations that try to solve Solow’s productivity paradox 

and in different ways emphasise both the measurements problems and the actual transitional 

moment that needs to be followed by changes in the institutional, social and economic 

environment. 

3.2.2: Some interpretations of the productivity paradox 

Atkinson and Court (1998) propose that a plausible explanation of the sluggish productivity 

level is the transitional phase from the old and mechanised economy to the new completely 
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digitised one. So NIT diffusion and development and their impact on productivity is limited to 

those sectors that involve directly the use of NIT. In addition this paradox could be explained 

because of the impact and degree of the actual digital revolution are not limited only to tradable 

goods, but extended also to the services sector, where the “digitisation is at early stages and hasn’t 

yet reached the critical mass necessary to significantly affect macro-economic productivity 

statistics” (Atkinson and Court, 1998:22). 

Brynjolfsson (1992) proposed four different explanations of the productivity paradox. First of 

all there are input and output mismeasurements because the attributes of new technologies, like 

the increased variety and incremental qualitative change, are subjected to be underestimated 

according to the “old” mechanised-based economy standards. Secondly there are lags related to 

adjustment and learning process because economies do not immediately adjust to the innovations. 

Thirdly the benefits of new technological diffusion are limited to individual firms and not to the 

industry as a whole, hence there are redistribution problems that influence the productivity levels 

measurements. Finally there is a mismanagement of these technologies related to their rapidity and 

evolution, and to the complex nature of agents that make decisions.  

3.2.3: David’s interpretation of the productivity paradox  

Another explanation of the productivity paradox was recently proposed by Paul David 

(1999) who suggests puzzling problems to capture the productivity growth. First of all he proposes 

that the possible causes of the productivity paradox correspond both to statistical inadequate 

measurements, that are exacerbated by the digital revolution itself, and by the regime in transition. 

Relatively to the measurement problems he locates the anachronistic classification that includes a 

heterogeneous set of products (e.g. : pencil sharpeners and paper punches) within the “computing 
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and accounting and office equipment” category; the over-deflation of new products prices and the 

hidden part of better qualities included in intermediate products and services sector.  

David’s second argument to resolve the productivity paradox is related to the actual transition 

regime whose dynamics contribute to slowdown the productivity growth and this transitional 

passage takes time to be completed. To explain this technical delay he compares this ongoing 

technological diffusion with the diffusion of electric lighting systems: Edison invented the bulb in 

1881, but the economy as a whole was affected only after forty years, in 1920’s.  

Finally David suggests a “two velocities” explanation of this puzzling productivity paradox 

because there exists a trade-off between rapid technological evolution of processing power, driven 

by Moore’s Law of computer power, and human learning capacity to adapt to these fast changes in 

information and communication technologies.  

3.2.4: Communication systems, economic growth and the productivity paradox  

An interesting explanation of the productivity slowdown and in particular the relation 

between economic growth and communication systems was recently proposed by Dudley (1999). 

He describes technological progresses that influenced economic growth cycles from 1000 to 1975 

and formalises Harold Innis’s theory that relates economic growth and communications 

technologies diffusion. Innis describes three-phases of innovation process in communication 

systems: the first corresponds to the possibility to introduce an innovative activity stimulated by 

higher pre -exiting communication costs and by monopolistic access prices imposed by producer; 

the second phase describes the wide diffusion of the new technology that increases the level of 

social welfare; and finally the third phase assists to the shifting to the new medium and to the 

creation of a new monopolistic power.  
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Innis’s theory was criticised because of the lack of “consistent causal structure” and Dudley 

implemented it adding a formal exposition of innovations path. Dudley stresses the importance of 

communication costs in terms of time (i.e. storing costs), space (i.e. transmission costs) and 

number of users (i.e. positive network externalities of decoding costs). The relative prevalence of 

one of these costs influenced communication structure varying from the centralised one (i.e. the 

transmission costs are the lowest), to the decentralised (i.e. the storage costs are the lowest) and 

finally to the distributed one (i.e. the decoding costs are the lowest). The technologies that 

influenced the prevalence of one of these production structures influenced the strategic role of 

different communication systems as well, and in terms of administrative and bureaucratic networks 

the development of more democratic ones.  

Dudley stresses also that the prevalence of storage, transmission or decoding costs will determine 

both the path of successive innovation process, that is determined by previous knowledge 

(similarly to a building blocks of innovation process), and the path from macro-inventions (that 

originates innovation cycles) to micro-inventions (a channel of subsequent innovations).  

In his model Dudley shows three-phase waves of innovation process: innovation, diffusion and 

dominance. The “innovation phase” corresponds to the Schumpeterian idea of creative 

destruction, is characterised by the creation of new ideas and stimulate the rapid technological 

change, but the previous dominant wave has not been substituted yet, so the productivity growth 

rate is inferior to the new ideas one. The second phase is the “diffusion”: the new technology is 

becoming more and more diffused, the rate of new innovation has slowed, but the productivity 

growth increases. Finally the “dominance wave” is characterised by total diffusion and adoption of 

the new technology and at the same time the “overall growth rate is low and possibly declining” 

(Dudley, 1999:613).  
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In conclusion Dudley proposes a formal and over-time relation among technology, productivity 

level and population growth. 

In this section we emphasised how different perspectives formalise the sluggish economic 

productivity growth and how they impute this unexpected performance to the actual “transition 

phase” that is moving along a new technological trajectory, from the old mechanised to the new 

digitised economy, from the centralised to the distributed communication system.  

More generally we are assisting to the crossing of the innovation phase of creative destruction with 

the diffusion and consolidation phases that needs to be implemented with complementary 

movements in economic, social, organisational and institutional environments, adapting to new 

complexity, learning from these new mechanisms and adjusting the trajectory according to this new 

technological innovation.  

3.3: New Information Technologies and monetary effects 

Till now we considered the effects of NIT diffusion in manufacturing and productivity levels, 

but their efficiency has affected other dimensions as well. In particular in this section we are going 

to consider their effects according to a monetary macro level presenting new electronic forms of 

payments, and how these evolutions will possibly influence monetary decisions of central banks 

and the price levels6.  

3.3.1: Electronic money scheme 

To better understand the problem we need to specify what are these new electronic types of 

money because their nature presents odd aspects (e.g.  means of payment, means of exchange, flow 

of information) that divide the theoretical approaches. 

                                                                 
6 The arguments related to the development of the electronic money are numerous, but in this work we will 
analyse only a part of them, monetary effects on policy, without investigating other themes like security, 
authentication, money laundering and frauds, clearing arrangements and so on.  
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The influence of NIT on monetary transactions is not a recent phenomenon and electronic forms 

of payment, like credit cards, and the electronic fund transfers, like debit cards and automated 

teller machines, constitute a diffused means of payment and credit (Piffaretti, 1998).  

In addition to these more classical forms a new one, electronic money scheme7, has been developed 

according to the ever-dropping cost of computer power, the increasing application of NIT and the 

diffusion of the Internet and electronic business. This new electronic money scheme includes the 

so-called “stored value cards” (SVC) or prepaid cards that can run both in open or closed systems. 

A common SVC is a “smart card” (or digital purse): a computer chip is installed in it which stores 

monetary value that can loaded and reloaded. According to the geographical location and 

commercial purchasing acceptance of these cards, they can be defined like open or closed systems: 

the more a smart card assumes the dimensions of open system, broadly diffused, the more it 

assumes the features of a modern multipurpose electronic card. One of the most diffused kinds of 

closed SVC is the university photocopying card. 

Another mechanism of electronic payment is “network money” that consists in software that 

enables the transfer of value on hardware computer networks. 

Although these schemes have distinct technical features, constitute a new form of electronic cash, 

a “digital replacement for banknotes and coins” (Bernkopf, 1996: 2) that can be used for small 

purchases because the costs of transactions are very low.  

The use of e-money could substitute coins and notes, and hence affect money aggregates, money 

multiplier and velocity, seignorage revenues, and consequently monetary policies and short-run 

nominal interest rate.  

Before analysing these effects we should remind that the diffusion of these means depends on 

many factors: technical implementation and support, institutional arrangements, reduction of 

                                                                 
7 For simplicity in this work we will sometimes identify the electronic money scheme with e-money. 
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costs, and in general the willingness and incentive to switch from coins and notes to electronic 

money (BIS, 1996).  

Once considered these aspects, we will expose the topic of electronic money according to 

different but complementary questions: the monetary nature of these new systems, the issuing 

argument and the implementation of monetary policies.  

3.3.2: The nature of e-money  

We should identify the monetary nature value of electronic money: is it a medium of 

payment, of exchange, of credit? Or something different and new?  

This specification is crucial because determines the consequences relative to electronic money 

scheme. According to Goodhart (2000) there are insurmountable distinctions between currency 

and e-money: traditional currency is freely and directly transferable between payer and payee and is 

anonymous, while electronic money is hardly like that because it is always technically verifiable. 

And again in the case of electronic transactions trust is highly required; finally e-money is not a 

legal tender, hence can not substitute currency. These reasons and the monopsonistic position of 

central bank exclude the possibility for central bank and government to loose their management of 

interest rate determination. 

An analysis of e-money properties has been hypothesised by Piffaretti (1998). Piffaretti sustains 

that e-money features depend on its technical nature. In fact e-money appears like traditional 

transaction medium but consists only in a “substitution of liabilities”, it can not circulate and 

requires a tripolar structure: payer, payee and issuer.  

According to Piffaretti e-money is not loaded with purchasing power because the stored value is 

only “information” about the right to be paid. And also for central bank issued e-money, this 
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remains a medium of exchange and not payment because requires a conclusive transaction for the 

final transfer of monetary value. 

The central theme proposed by Piffaretti is that in any case multipurpose smart cards do not 

constitute money, but provide a service. Hence the question of the dematerialisation of money and 

the implement of monetary policies are excluded a priori . 

3.3.3: Issuing of e-money: private or public 

According to e-money nature depends the issuing argument: if electronic money is a digital 

substitution of traditional currency, can it be privately issued? Or should the state maintain this 

monopolistic (or monopsonistic) priority?  

This theoretical argument divides those who want the private sector directly involved in this 

provision and government intervenes only when market fails (free banking school); and those who 

consider that the role of government and central bank must be active and exclusively providing 

electronic cash. In this last case the scenario can be twofold depending on the inclusion of e-

money in monetary aggregates or not: either aggregates will sensibly change and monetary policies 

as well, or the dimensions of e-money are exiguous and no effects will be reflected on monetary 

policies. 

The perspective of privately issued e-money re-proposes Hayek’s theory of the denationalisation of 

money (1990) interpreting the strong intervention of government like a form of “social 

Darwinism”. The Nobel Laureate identifies the stimulus of inflationary pressures in state 

monopolistic control of money supply and in political institutions’ pressures that negatively 

influences this supply. His suggestion is to substitute this monopolistic power with a private issued 

money, so that pressures of competitive markets will adjust spontaneously its price without 

inflationary distortions. 
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Hayek’s ideas were quite intuitive8, and the actual diffusion of NIT seems to represent the 

optimum environment for private issuing. But there are prickly problems related to this argument. 

Money can not be easily reduced to an ordinary good whose price is exclusively determined by 

market pressures. And also if technical issuing could be increased (as is happening nowadays), this 

does not mean that other crucial factors, like credibility, do not intervene in the determination of 

its value.  

Tanaka (1996) distinguishes the privately and publicly issued provision of money according to the 

credibility problem. In fact a government-issued currency constitutes the official currency of state, 

and when government policies are not considered adequate, people can eventually express their 

positions during elections without renewing the political mandate. Private-issued money depends 

only on its own value and if it starts depreciating, users change this asset and consequently 

bankruptcy questions are facilitated.  

An analytical perspective is proposed by Berentsen (1996). Bearing in mind the problems of e-

money security, Berentsen sustains that the indicators of a substitution of central bank currency 

and e-money, affecting the monetary stock M1, the reserves and the deposits, are the size of 

currency stock, the size of demand deposit and their ratio. He supports that the incentive feature 

to issue electronic money is the “interest rate free or low interest debt financing” (Berentsen, 

1996:2), hence a replacement could be fairly possible. 

His analysis concludes sustaining that a substitution of traditional currency with e-money will 

definitely increase the money stock corresponding to a permanent addition of banking reserves 

with the same effect of an expansionary monetary policy.  

In this case an excess of liquidity will be created so that central bank will sell assets with the 

opposite effect to shrink the monetary base. 

                                                                 
8 The first version of “The denationalisation of money” is dated 1974, quite ahead respect to these days. 
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Alternative solutions to this scenario induce the central bank to act in one of the following ways: 

limiting the proliferation of electronic money products; issuing e-money products; applying high 

reserves binding digital money balances (Berentsen, 1996).  

Depending on these arguments, it follows the implementation of monetary policy topic: is e-money 

a substitute of traditional currency, so to be included in money aggregate, and hence able to affect 

the velocity and money multiplier, the short tem nominal interest rate, the monetary policies and 

ultimately the price levels? In other words is e-money going to affect the role and position of 

central banks? 

3.3.4: E-money and money multiplier 

A value that could be affected by the introduction of e-money is the money multiplier. 

Traditionally the money multiplier is related to the following equation: 

HmM ×=  (1) 

)()1( CDRDmCD +×=+  (2) 

where M is the total money stock, constituted by currency and deposits (CD), m is the money 

multiplier, and H is the monetary base, or highly powered money, that represents the sum of 

currency and central bank’s reserves (RD+CD).  Hence the money multiplier is equal to the 

following relation: 

H
M

m =  (3) 

Changes in M levels, affected by e-money diffusion, will affect also m. In particular it is 

fundamental to define if including or not digital money in reserves, in other words if e-money is 

high powered money or not. In this case the money multiplier is affected because changes in 

monetary base affect money supply proportionally according to m. On the contrary if e-money does 

not constitute high monetary powered money, it is a “product” similar to credit card used for 
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monetary and financial transactions. Therefore the definition of e-money is crucial in the 

determination of its influence on monetary macro and price levels. 

 

 

3.3.5: E-money and velocity of money  

Real effects of e-money diffusion can be analysed in terms of quantity theory of money that 

relates money, prices and income.  

YPVM ×=×   (4) 

where M indicates the stock of money circulating in the economy, V the velocity of money that 

describes the number of times that money turns over per year in financing the income, or the 

inverse of money demand, P the price level and Y the output. The right side of (4) represents the 

nominal income or GDP.  

If in (4) Y is known and V is known, predictable and stable in the long run (according to the 

monetarist perspective), the central bank can control the prices level choosing the money stock.  

And again if the introduction of e-money affects the money stock, reducing it, the velocity changes 

to maintain stability. Therefore e-money diffusion affects both the dimension of velocity, that 

tends to infinity, and its variability, that tends to be unstable. Hence e-money could potentially 

affect the velocity, and according to the transmission mechanism the levels of output, and could 

create problems for countries that base their decisions on monetary aggregates (Berentsen, 1996). 

The theoretical debate that lies behind the quantitative theory of money is related to the 

interpretation of prices: flexible, sticky or fix, and the consequences in the short or long run.  

As emphasised in the previous section and in the second chapter, NIT diffusion is accompanied by 

more competitive and lower prices. This means that in (4) there are more variables subject to 
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change: money stock and velocity because of the e-money diffusion and prices because of NIT. 

Therefore the analysis of the effects of e-money diffusion on velocity should consider also the 

lower level of prices.  

 

 

3.3.6: E-money and monetary policies  

The future scenario of monetary policy managing divides the theoretical debate between 

those who hypothesise no change after the diffusion of electronic money, and those who theorise 

that there will be some significant variations. 

Among the first position we will mention some interesting interpretations.  

Helleiner (1998) suggests that the development of new technologies allows deeper controls of 

monetary flows, enables state to unmask fraud and laundering monetary movements, without 

altering but enforcing state’s sovereignty. Besides he proposes that the electronic money argument 

is only accidental and constitutes a convincing pretext to discuss the appropriateness of state’s 

monetary role during an era with more and more liberalised financial markets.  

Another interpretation of non-alteration of monetary policy is proposed by Ely (1996). According 

to his perspective electronic money is an alternative form of money, that can be issued by the 

private sector as well, but its influence on general monetary transactions remain exiguous and the 

implications for monetary policy nil because nowadays monetary policy (in particular the FED’s 

one) consists exclusively in interest rate signalling activities, without any influence in money 

supply.  
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Conversely Ely singles out two feasible influences of e-money on monetary policies: one is related 

to the velocity of electronic money, that needs to be lower respect to traditional currency one and 

the second is related to the loss of seignorage revenue according to the e-money diffusion.  

Alike Goodhart (2000) admits the possibility to erode central bank’s seignorage revenue because 

of the “legal restiction on commercial bank notes issue” (Goodhart, 2000: 4). But he denies the 

possibility for central bank, and hence government, to loose the control of interest rates because 

this consists in an “issue of political economy” (Goodhart, 2000: 29) that will be always 

implemented with legal and institutional restrictions.  

Some others sustain that substantial change will affect e-money diffusion on the existence of 

central bank monetary policies.  

Benjamin Friedman (cited in The Economist, 2000c) sustains that information technology 

revolution is going to affect the existence and role of central banks. In particular he hypothesises 

that monetary base, currency held for transactions and deposits, will be reduced because 

substituted by e-money diffusion and consequently the role of central bank in determining interest 

rate is going to be eliminated.  

More devastating effects of electronic money scheme’s introduction on monetary policy, and not 

only, are exposed by Tanaka (1996). He agrees that e-money circulation is introducing benefits on 

economy enabling small and transnational business and more efficient financial transactions, but 

the general scenario will be unstable. First of all there will be problems related to taxation, money 

laundering and encouragement of criminal activities. Then he prospects serious macro problems 

that will affect money supply, exchange rates, and financial markets. 

Money supply is going to be affected because of the general increased level of money supply, 

including both real and virtual money; therefore the money multiplier of digital cash, that 

corresponds to the ratio of e-money to deposited real cash, depends on both moneys, so each 
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fluctuation affecting e-money has impacts on real money as well. Considering more liberal capital 

flows, if interest rates changes in one country, its “mixed” money supply is affected by this 

monetary policy and by increasing inflow of foreign capitals; these will create fastest distortions on 

capital markets and exchange rates due to the easier circulation of digital money. In addition these 

movements would have a-geographical dimensions, crossing the international borders and 

increasing the number of transactions in the “cyber-economy” without any monetary authority able 

to regulate these flows.  

Exchange rates markets would be easily subjected to destabilisations due to the inevitable 

distinction between the real and the cyber market and because of less expensive transactions on-

line, more agents would operate on exchange rate market holding a greater variety of e-moneys, 

and hence speculative activities would have been more diffused. 

Finally the financial markets will suffer from the possibilities of bankruptcies because no legal 

authority will be able to check their real reserves.  

In conclusion the debate relative to the electronic money scheme is open and at its early 

stages of development. So predicting now the pattern of this evolution, either public or private, is 

difficult because depends on many variables, not only technical, but economic, financial, social 

and institutional ones. For example traditional money has a general purchasing power and is a 

general accepted purchasing medium, therefore digital money should acquire these two main 

features to be considered money in the traditional way. But we cannot exclude a priori that the 

meaning of general purchasing medium will remain unchanged: can we confirm that in future 

Internet marketplace the only purchasing medium will remain money, either in its traditional or 

digital form, considering that new alternative products, like shareware, are arising? 

It is a fact that monetary effects of e-money diffusion are generally accepted both by private 

sector, interested in developing competitive digital means (e.g. www.digicash.com and 
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www.marktwain.com), and by governmental institutions that are monitoring scrupulously the 

evolution of this event. One possible scenario has been recently expressed by an influential voice, 

the Deputy Governor of the Bank of England, Mervyn King, who emphasised two evidences: the 

necessity of central banks to evolve according to these recent technological and economic events 

to avoid the risk to lay behind private sector progress; and the fair possibility for central bank to 

loose its monopolistic power in issuing and implementing monetary policies because substituted by 

private issued money (Bank of England, 1999). 

To complete this argument we should emphasise two different monetary tendencies: a digital 

one and a non-digital one.  

The digital tendency is the one that we have just exposed, distinguishes the virtual space, is driven 

by the technological innovation, has an high degree of complexity and heterogeneity, and market is 

managing the “digital developments” without any government interference, at least at this infancy 

stage.  

On the non-digital dimension there is the opposite tendency to homogenise and flatter the variety, 

e.g.  regional monetary agreements. One example is the introduction of the unique European 

currency, euro, in the European Monetary Union: a government-driven operation, that till now has 

not showed encouraging results, but that responds to the purpose to maintain price stability and to 

reduce the transaction costs created by a complex environment of different currencies. 

3.4: Does a New Economy really exist? 

In the first section we outlined how technological shocks influence economic growth, speed-

up the economy and stimulate the virtuous circle of growth; the second section stressed how 

statistics do not reveal any particular upward tendency in the recent productivity levels; the third 

section ana lysed some possible monetary effects of electronic money diffusion.  
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The possible scenarios of the monetary argument are stimulating and interesting, but it is an 

argument still in its infancy to be further analysed. Hence in the following paragraphs we analyse 

the real macro perspective of the diffusion of NIT and compare the stylised facts that reveal an 

uninterrupted economic growth in the United States and those theories that welcome this event 

with the development of a “new economy” governed by positive trend in economic growth, no 

more fluctuations, no inflation and low unemployment9.  

3.4.1: New economy and new rules 

The definition of “new economy” contained in Atkinson and Court (1998) stresses the 

importance of the diffusion of knowledge-based activities and the increasing socio-economic 

interdependence among countries. In particular they compare the old and new economy in terms of 

market dynamics, networked organisational structure, and digitisation of technologies that will 

lead to structural changes and stress the importance of innovation policies like key factor to 

develop and maintain economic growth.  

One of the most determined proponents of the “new economy” is the American Federal 

Reserve Chairman, Alan Greenspan. According to his view the main engine of economy is, and 

will always remain, human nature and its adaptation to competitive environment, but he 

interpreted the diffusion of modern computerisation, telecommunication and satellite technologies 

and increasing levels of investments on these sectors like the unambiguous factor of American 

economic growth, uninterrupted since 1991 (David, 1999) And again he sustains that 

technological transformations will lead to a permanent change in economic structure and in 

everyday life, and hence his decisions about monetary policies always reflect his beliefs. 

Consequently the new digital economy will determine steady economic progress, new economic 

opportunities and higher living standards, a different organisation and managing of working time, 

                                                                 
9 In this work we will refer to New Economy bearing in mind that numerous are the sensationalist names given 
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and an alternative and more democratic role of the governmental institutions (Atkinson and Court, 

1998). 

Kevin Kelly (1998) proposed a very optimistic perspective for a new economic order, 

although he focuses more on micro effects of the information revolution. According to Kelly the 

main innovation of this information revolution is the trade-off between prices and quality of 

computer products: quick qualitative changes are followed by decreases in their prices. In other 

words Kelly sustains that the microprocessors diffusion flipped the orthodox economic relation 

between demand and supply curves. 

DeLong (1997) criticises firmly Kelly’s argument sustaining that the trade-off price-higher quality 

has been existing since the Industrial Revolution, and what should be emphasised is the peculiarity 

of the leading sector (i.e. information sector) that drives the revolution whose changes have 

economy-wide effects and are spreading on producers and consumers. 

This very optimistic perception has been investigated by numerous economists, and in the 

following two sections we will expose a moderate perspective and a more sceptical one. 

3.4.2: The E-conomy 

A different perspective is widely exposed in a recent working paper written by Cohen, 

DeLong and Zysman (1999). Their analysis rejects the idea of a “new economy” with permanent 

no inflation rate, low unemployment and no cyclical fluctuations; instead they propose to study 

what they call “E-conomy” characterised by peculiar source of growth, NIT, that influences 

directly the organisation, manipulation, storage and transmission of information amplifying the 

potentialities of brainpower.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
to this phenomenon: knowledge economy, Internet economy, network economy, digital economy.   
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This technological transformation is not limited to some leading sectors, as in the Schumpeterian 

tradition, but is embracing the whole economy because of the supply of “new transformative tools 

for though”.  

This Tsunami transformation has some peculiarities: it is governed by an exponential growth of 

computer power (i.e. Moore’s law); it is supported by networks that link the nodes at inferior costs; 

it enhances tacit knowledge because reduces and improves communication among different 

organisations; it uses outsourcing thriving from competitive advantages. In the first chapter we 

argued that transmission of tacit knowledge needs more complex analysis. 

The authors affirm that the actual location of this revolutionary transformation is placed in United 

States because the environment was particularly attractive because of innovation policies carried 

on at a national level for military-strategic purposes and at a private level for the risk-loving nature 

of entrepreneurial agents. Anyway this feature is no more geographically restricted within the 

United States borders but is going to be spread according to global forces that are reducing 

traditional national borders. Hence institutions should be prepared to welcome this revolution with 

adequate rules to ensure market competition and human, physical, financial and intellectual 

resources to sustain innovations (Cohen et al., 1999). 

The important role of institutions is emphasised comparing the American Gilded Age and the 

actual information age: the development of fitting rules gave to the United States the advantage to 

build necessary institutional, economic, political and industrial structures to develop these new 

technologies. 

In conclusion this analysis does not imply that new technologies will flatter the economic 

fluctuations according to a new positive and continuous trend of growth, but its main source, 

intellectual capital, constitutes the base to disrupt the old structural environment and to create a 

new one with different rules that fitting the international interdependent system.  
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3.4.3: The sceptical view  

The “new economy” argument is firmly debated by other authors who deny that recent 

economic performances are related to digital technology diffusion, and that the coming economy 

will be no more subjected to cycles but rather characterised by growth and no price pressure. 

Following we will expose three perspectives, Paul Krugman, Robert Gordon and Alan Blinder, 

who theorise this scepticism more or less resolutely.   

Paul Krugman is the most sceptical in regard of the “new economy” doctrine and defines the 

undermeasurement of productivity levels as “intellectual justification” and the recent stock 

markets booms like “bubbles” (Krugman, 1997a). He admits the existence of measurement 

problems that partially explain the productivity paradox, but these do not compensate the good 

performance of the economy: if there are measurements problems, that do not reflect the 

productivity gains, the measured good performance of the GDP can not reflect new technologies 

diffusion.  

He agrees that statistics do not record qualitative improvements of products and qualitative 

improvement productivity, but he does not believe that a “new economy” is emerging. Conversely 

he sustains that economic growth and low inflation are the results of a “sustained cyclical 

expansion” with temporary favourable economic conditions, like the reduced bargaining power of 

workers (Krugman, 1997b).  

To strengthen his thesis Krugman (1997b) compares the American performance with both 

European and East-Asian macro-regions and gives empirical reasons of their lags behind the 

United States growth. On one hand Europe has numerous structural problems: the sluggish 

beginning of European Monetary Union and euro, the rigidity of labour market and less developed 

telecommunication markets although the levels of technology diffusion are quite similar to the 

American ones.  
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On the Pacific side there are two economic realities both affected by financial questions. The 

recent stagnation of Japan reflects financial problems mostly related to an obsolete banking system 

and not competitive investment services; and similarly no longer sustainable financial situation 

created the actual state in the emerging East-Asian countries. 

Another critical perspective has been expressed by Gordon (2000) who sustains that the 

productivity growth is not pervasive and economy-wide like optimistic economists sustain. 

Gordon’s main argument against the theorisation of the “new economy” driven by the Internet and 

the new information and communication technologies is sustained according two arguments: the 

limitation of this technical diffusion to some sectors and the comparison between two industrial 

revolutions.  

In terms of multi-factor productivity he finds out that after 1995 there was growth only in the 

durable manufacturing sector, and the rest of the economy recorded a deceleration; and again the 

labour productivity growth did not accelerate in spite of big investments in high modern 

technologies. In terms of economic growth, he sustains that the recent performances are 

theoretical consequences of positive permanent trend effects and temporary cyclical effects, which 

reflect the growth of durable goods sector.  

The second argument against the “new economy” is based on the comparison between the 

“presumed” Digital Revolution, driven by information and communication technologies, and the 

Second Industrial Revolution, that took place between 1860 and 1900 and saw electricity, internal 

combustion engine, petroleum, natural gas and processed materials, communication and 

entertainment media and introduction of water and plumbing network like the five great 

protagonists. His results reveal both better economic performances in productivity and radical 

improvements of social everyday life during the golden age, and consequently the recent 

technological diffusion is classified like a “second-order or subsidiary revolution”, although 
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characterised by declining price of computer power. Furthermore this last feature has no positive 

spillovers on the economy-wide because is bounded by human endowment of fixed capacities that 

limits the processing power of computers. 

Finally we mention Blinder’s perspective (2000), which can be described in terms of 

historical scepticism. Blinder’s main argument is to wait till a clearer historical perspective will 

depict the long-run path of the economic impact of information technologies and Internet 

diffusion.  

He admits that innovations cause changes, but argues that new technologies reveal particular 

improvements in the productivity levels, as pointed out in Solow’s terms. Analysing the 

productivity growth from 1970 to recent years, he found that there where four cycles of expansion 

followed regularly by economic recessions, and finally the most recent cycle seems to be the 

highest and with no “bounceback” from a recession” (Blinder, 2000, p. 3). Analysing the causes of 

this paradoxical performance, Blinder exposes three hypotheses: the “Internet hypothesis”, the 

“diffusion hypothesis” and the “concentration hypothesis”. The first one is based on the 

theoretical bases of the Internet and network externalities, and hypothesises that increment in 

productivity levels requires wider “interconnectivity”, feature that is not achieved yet. The second 

hypothesis corresponds mainly to David’s theory of transition paradigm: it takes time to new 

technologies to perform in a wider and general economic level. Finally the concentration 

hypothesis coincides with Gordon’s hypothesis of the limitation of new technologies diffusion to 

computer manufacturing industry.  

Blinder’s conclusion about “new economy” is that Internet technology improved some practical 

aspects of economic relations between producer and consumer, like improved inventory control, 

reduction of search costs, or aggregation of chains productions, and the productivity levels, but to 

evaluate the moving-up trend of the productivity is necessary longer time. In other words the 
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“?computer revolution? has been based more upon ?hype? than concrete evidence” (David, 1999, 

p.7). 

 

 

 

 

3.5: Some Concluding Reflections  

In conclusion we summarise the macro effects of NIT diffusion as following.  

Fist of all there is a theoretical consensus about the recent increasing diffusion of newer and more 

efficient technologies. Although limited to certain sectors this diffusion is influencing productivity 

levels and more in general economic growth.  

Moreover this technological and digital change is not captured by statistics because of inadequate 

measurements. 

Focusing on the monetary analysis there are interesting changes related to the favourable impact of 

NIT on monetary transactions. There is a general agreement about the possibility to reduce Central 

Bank’s seignorage revenues, but it is too early to predict accurately how e-money will develop 

because it is at its infancy and needs proper infrastructures to support its diffusion, like adequate 

laws, network externalities, security, and so on. Anyway this ongoing development is capturing the 

attention of national governments. In fact according to a recent survey published by the Bank of 

International Settlements (2000), a lot of nations (66 are the nations examined) among developed 

and less developed countries, are constantly monitoring the progresses of e-money, and some of 

them (Austria, Germany, Spain, Portugal, United States) have already included it in their money 
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aggregates to express the interest of governments not to loose their monopolistic power in issuing 

money.  

Nowadays the “productivity paradox” seems related to mismeasurement problems that influence a 

more realistic picture of economy without capturing the authentic value of productivity levels. 

According to an evolutionary economic perspective the complexity of environment is a feature 

that can not be removed flattering the economic reality, but needs to be maintained to reflect the 

gradual adaptation of agents.  

Beyond this consensus the theoretical debate is divided between those who attribute to new 

technologies, and in particular NIT, the merit of continuous, not-inflationary and not-unemployed 

economic growth and emphasising “the new era of the new economy”, and those who are more 

sceptical and believe in more accidental and lucky coincidence. 

In conclusion between these two opposite perspectives what seems more plausible is the 

emergence of a newest techno-economic paradigm characterised by its own features, like the 

velocity of processing power changes and network organisational system where individuals’ 

contacts are not hierarchical but actively interdependent. 

Like in the Schumpeterian interpretation this new change has originated in a leading sector (i.e. 

NIT sector) and now is spreading on the economy as a whole. 

This new trajectory is pushed-up by innovation and, as shown in Figure 1 in the first chapter, there 

is a dynamic process that ends with standardisation once all necessary changes will be made. This 

does not imply a future flattering of the business cycles because innovation process characterising 

the capitalistic systems, is dynamic, open-ended and evolving. This seems to be confirmed by the 

recent slowdowns of the US economy and the recent performances of dot.com shares on financial 

markets. 
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CONCLUSION 

The diffusion of NIT is a crucial element in the ongoing process of economic interdependence 

and globalisation. The purpose of this work was to explore theoretical and economic dimensions of 

the above topic. We developed our analysis according to three distinct aspects: epistemological, 

microeconomic and macroeconomic.  

Our epistemological analysis started with the conceptual distinction between information and 

knowledge and we outlined the respective economic features according to the neo-classical 

perspective and the evolutionary one.  

According to the traditional Arrovian argument information is a peculiar commodity characterised 

by uncertainty, indivisibility and inappropriability. Hence information, or knowledge, is a public 

good, non-rival and non-excludable, and because of these fundamental features the most efficient 

provision is the public one. 

One the other hand the evolutionary perspective concentrates its analysis on the crucial distinction 

between information and knowledge. NIT enhance acquisition, storage, transmission and processing 

of information, as stressed in the neoclassical perspective. However we should interpret carefully 

this overabundance of information because it equally “consumes the attention of its recipients” 

(Herbert Simon cited in Varian, 1995). Hence the efficiency of overabundance of information is not 

so obvious given that human cognitive limitations exist as well. 

Regarding the transmission of knowledge the argument is far more complex because of the 

stickiness of the concept of tacit and codified knowledge.  

NIT enable efficient transmission and de-codification of codified and local knowledge because this 

transfer is diffused within a network of specialists (i.e. a club) who have scientific skills to de-codify 
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it. Although this transmission has been enhanced by the introduction of NIT, basic individual 

capacities are still required to de-codify and interpret it. 

Another aspect related to the transmission of codified knowledge is the definition of a legal system 

that regulates its provision. The proprietary character of knowledge permits the owner to earn 

monopolistic rents, hence constitutes a stimulus for innovation process; but on the other side is 

socially inefficient because it wastes energy by duplicating somebody else’s efforts. Furthermore a 

more liberal property rights system allows the product to acquire greater value because it is more 

shared. But these legal systems are evolving as well, from “property rights” to “property left”.  

Finally there will persist difficulties to transmit, articulate and de-codify tacit knowledge (i.e. 

cognitive or technical) because by definition it belongs to the individual agent, who manages it better 

using NIT applications, but some limitations in its transmission will still remain. We could say that 

the transmission process of tacit knowledge is filtered by individual’s cognitive inability to interpret 

somebody else’s tacit knowledge. 

The second level of our analysis has been conducted at the microeconomic one and we 

emphasised facts and potentialities of NIT. NIT and Internet technology increased the potentiality 

for markets to be more competitive, because of the lower transaction costs, nearly perfect 

information, hence lower prices and complex micro-variety of agents. In spite of these potentialities 

it is a matter of fact that virtual perfect competition is far away from being reached because of the 

network structure of Internet technology and its increasing returns to scale; and because consumers’ 

choices are driven by other factors, like trust, credibility and past experience, that move away from 

the rational choice according to the lowest price.  

In particular we stressed the distinction between the real-world business “transplanted” on-line, that 

does not work properly and needs to evolve according to indispensable institutional and structural 
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changes, and the “native” Internet business driven by innovative economic rules, like freeware and 

shareware products.  

NIT and Internet technologies emphasise an evolution and transition towards a new techno-

economic paradigm although now limited only to “native” Internet businesses, characterised by 

virtual competition, more efficient outcomes, better information, and more productivity at a 

microeconomic level.  

Finally we discussed the macro effects of NIT diffusion on the economy as a whole and 

emphasised two complementary aspects, the monetary and the real one. 

Our two starting points were the productivity paradox, Solow’s statement related to the lack of 

productivity in spite of modern technologies introduction, and the economic growth of the USA, 

which started in 1991 corresponding to higher investments in R&D and NIT spread.  

Hence we explained how the productivity paradox has been trapped within statistical 

mismeasurements which are inadequate to capture the efficiency of these new technologies. In 

addition David proposed that human agents’ adaptation and rapid technological changes have 

different and not compatible velocities. And thirdly according to some theoretical interpretations the 

transition between one technological paradigm to another is one possible explanation of this 

productivity slowdown. 

A monetary perspective of the NIT diffusion emphasised a vivid debate about the future scenario 

for monetary payments and policies caused by the diffusion of e-money. It is a matter of fact that 

new electronic forms of money are diffusing rapidly in spite of numerous technical, institutional and 

economic questions needing to be solved. According to some, there will be no significant changes 

because e-money does not have some fundamental characteristics of traditional coins and notes, i.e. 

simplicity, anonymity and credibility of the issuing institute. According to others there will be a 
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revolutionary change in international environment, a real tsunami that will distort economic and 

financial markets. 

In general there is a widespread consensus about government’s seignorage losses that are caused by 

the substitution of traditional currency with e-money. 

Both these perspectives emphasised that there exists an ongoing process of transformation that 

originated in NIT diffusion and needs to be followed by institutional adaptations and changes to 

avoid the risk of being anachronistic. 

If all these changes are taking place, is it realistic to welcome a “new economy” with new rules, 

in particular characterised by perfect information, efficient and cheap transmission of codified and 

tacit knowledge, competitive and more efficient markets, continuous economic growth without 

inflation and low unemployment and no more business cycles?  

The sceptical thesis, which firmly denies the development of a “new economy” defining accidental 

the nature between economic growth and NIT diffusion, is too simplistic. As such the optimistic 

welcoming of a “new economy”, which will flatten business cycles with non-inflationary and low 

unemployment trends, seems exaggerated.  

It is more probable to interpret this “new economy” as the development of a new techno-economic 

paradigm with its own complex evolving features; driven by new, sophisticated and digitised 

information technologies which enhance the transmission and de-codification of codified 

knowledge, enable the existence of more competitive markets, increase the competitiveness of a 

country, facilitate more efficient financial transactions but characterised by continuous dynamic 

evolution.  

In conclusion this work is mostly a literature review of the argument related to the diffusion of 

NIT and their economic effects on the economy as a whole. A complementary empirical analysis 

could be the simulation of agents’ behaviours using genetic algorithm methodology.  
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The genetic algorithm is a simulation technique that respects the features of agents, adaptive and 

rationally bounded, and the complexity of the environment. This modelling allows agents’ 

behaviours, their choices and the architecture of the markets to be examined virtually. For example 

for which reason do www.amazon.com or www.lastminute.com represent the most used web sites 

to sell books and air-flights tickets? Is this the result of routinised patterns of behaviour, where 

brands, past experience and tacit knowledge, or memes play a key role? Or are there other elements, 

like the costs of search and of pricing Internet connections, which are equally important? 
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